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Are species something fishy?
Western Slope cutthroat east of Divide, and vice versa, raise questions
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Charlie MeyersDenver Post photos Lofty locations such as Crystal Lake in Rocky Mountain National Park play
important roles in native trout restoration. (The Denver Post)

Two puzzles stand out in the continuing saga of Colorado's native trout recovery. 

First, why would anyone question the sincere effort of state and federal wildlife agencies whose dedication to
cutthroat trout often seems to dominate their overall mission? 

Then there's the riddle involving the odd journeys of two of Colorado's three cutthroat species. Researchers
have identified specimens of the Colorado River subspecies on the east side of the Continental Divide.
Similarly, greenback cutthroats, an East Slope original, have been discovered in the west. Or so it seems. 

"We need to review our data to be certain of what we have going on," said Doug Krieger, principal biologist for
the Colorado Division of Wildlife's southeast region. 

"We've always made a geographic assumption, that the subspecies would be true by location," Krieger said of
the separation of the greenback, Colorado River and Rio Grande branches of the cutthroat family tree. 

It should be noted that differences among the three generally aren't discernible to a layman's eye. 

Dead-solid certainty boils down to genetics, which in recent years involves DNA testing. All of which leaves
biologists scratching their heads wondering how the wandering trout switched sides of The Divide. 

A scientific explanation might involve trans-mountain movements during glacial periods, a popular theory of
how the subspecies got separated in the first place. 

Although this conjecture has wide acceptance, nobody can figure out which way these distinct Rocky Mountain
trout went, or when. 

The more probable cause for this latest confusion is bucket-brigade transplants during the pre-1900 mining
epoch, when trout, both native and exotic, trundled across the mountains on the backs of burros. 

Researchers have been poring over old newspapers and hatchery records in an attempt to confirm observations
made through a 

Pure Colorado River cutthroat or 100-year hoax? Good question, but only a geneticist knows for sure. (The
Denver Post)

microscope. Technicians at the University of Colorado, where much of the research is being done, have
obtained early 1880s specimens from the Smithsonian Institute. These tissue samples, prior to the miners'



mucking around, should shed light on the origins of our ramblers. 

Thus far, the Rio Grande stem seems not to be a part of the conundrum. But, as Krieger noted, this simply
might be because not all the remote drainages have been sampled. 

Trout travel takes on added significance when one considers that the greenback is a federally listed species
whose welfare is the object of an elaborate recovery plan and the Colorado River cutthroat is embroiled in a
legal tug of war that has biologists from three states and representatives of six cooperating agencies in a tizzy. 

This latter concern completes the circle to our initial question about why efforts of the Colorado River Cutthroat
Conservation team have been called into question by the Center for Biological Diversity, a Tucson-based group
that scatters lawsuits like trees shed leaves. 

After the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service decided in 2004 that the subspecies didn't warrant threatened or
endangered status, CBD filed a complaint and a court ordered a status review to be completed by June 7. 

Dirk Miller, a biologist with Wyoming Game and Fish, is head of a three-state team, including Colorado and
Utah, involved with restoration of the subspecies. He is plainly piqued by what he considers a distracting, even
damaging, intrusion. 

"Over the past decade, we've taken great strides to restore populations and address threats, both from a
habitat perspective and from hybridization and competition with other species," Miller said. 

Miller believes official listing adds another level of bureaucracy that contributes nothing to the enterprise. 

"It doesn't bring extra money, just extra people to answer to," he said. "We already have a strategy with
federal land management agencies, with state agencies and all the other groups with whom we work
cooperatively. 

"The conservation effort is significant and making a real difference with these fish. 

"We don't need another layer of control." 

From trout to toads, state and federal agencies spend inordinate sums on troubled species, some with dim
prospect of meaningful recovery. Viable and successful efforts like those to restore cutthroats should be
applauded rather than attacked. 

Now, if only we could get those pesky trout to stay on their own side of The Divide. 
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